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Model transformation
Motivation

• Bidirectional model transformation (BX)
• Is a model transformation among models in which, the same model can sometimes be input and other times be output.
• Bidirectional transformations are necessary in situations where people are working on more than one model and the models must be kept consistent.
• Then a change to either model might necessitate a change to the other, in order to maintain consistency between the models.
Motivation

• **Bidirectionality**

  is a relevant aspects in **model transformations**: often it is assumed that during development only the source model of a transformation undergoes modifications, however in practice it is necessary for developers to **modify both the source and the target models** of a transformation and **propagate changes in both directions**.
Motivation

- **Bidirectional model transformation** has many potential applications in software development, including:
  - model synchronization,
  - round-trip engineering,
  - **software evolution** by keeping different models coherent to each other,
  - multiple-view software development.
Motivation

• Given that there are many different existing tools for BX,
• It is of crucial relevance to investigate common characteristics of tools, in order to have a better understanding on
  – how the user can chose the tool that best suit for his applications.
Introduction

• This work investigates and suggests a number of objective criteria to be taken into consideration to provide a concrete answers to the question.

• Based on the answers, the developer can then select the BX approach that is most suited for his needs.
Introduction

• It is based on the analysis of some existing papers and the main features of existing tools for BX.

• In particular Dagstuhl seminar (2008, 2011) and papers of Tom Mens, Krzysztof Czarnecki.
Languages for BX

1 - TGG (Triple Graph Grammar)
2 - Lenses (delta-lenses, lenses inside Scala)
3 - JTL (Januas Transformation Language)
4 - GRoundTram (Graph Roundtrip Transformation for Models)
5 - QVT-R (Queries/Views/Transformations)
6 - BiFlux (ICSE 2014 - India)
Tools for BX

1 - TGG: eMoflon, EMORF, MoTE, TGG Interpreter, FUJABA
2 - Lenses: Boomerang
3 - JTL
4 - GRoundTram
5 - QVT-R: Medini-QVT
6 - BiFlux
Existential tools can be analyzed based on following features:

1. Functional and declarative
2. Compositional and not compositional
3. Change propagation (totally/partial) - incrementality
4. Data model (tree/graph)
5. Interoperability
6. Platform used (standardization)
7. Validity: models and model transformation
Taxonomy for BX

• general requirements GR
• functional requirements FR
• not functional requirements NFR
Taxonomy General Requirements

level of automation
complexity of the transformation
visualization
level of industry application
maturity level
Taxonomy Functional Requirements

correctness of the transformations, inconsistency management, modularity, traceability, change propagation, incrementality, uniqueness, termination, symmetric/asymmetric behavior, type of artifact, data model, endogenous/exogenous, mechanism of transformation, in-place/out-of-place transformations
extensibility/modifiability, usability and utility, scalability, robustness, verbosity and conciseness, interoperability, reference platform (standardization), verificability and validity of a transformation
General Requirements

• **Level of automation.** A BX transformation between models that can be performed in a completely automatic way is said fully-automated whereas a transformation that need to be performed manually (or at least needs a certain amount of manual intervention) is said human-in-the-loop (partially automated). Manual intervention is needed to address and resolve the ambiguity, incompleteness and inconsistency in the requirements that are (partially) expressed in natural language.

• **Complexity of the transformation** (It is not considered but it could/should be treated by using metrics.)

• **Visualization.** (Visualization means, the way in which a model, a metamodel and a model transformation is presented to user. It may be visual or textual)

• **Level of industry application** (It indicates whether the language / tool is only used in academic world or It is also used at industrial level.)

• **Maturity level** (theoretical/practical approach)
Functional Requirements

• **Correctness** (The correctness of a model transformation is analyzed in two ways: syntactic and semantic correctness. If the target model conforms to the target metamodel specification, then the model transformation is syntactically correct. If the model transformation preserves the behavior of the source model, then it is semantically correct)

• **Inconsistency management** (The ability to deal with incomplete or inconsistent models)

• **Modularity** (The ability to compose existing transformations into new composite ones. The language/tool can be compositional/not compositional)

• **Traceability, change propagation** (Traceability is the property of having a record of links between the source and target elements as well as the various stages of the transformation process. The language/tool has to correctly propagate the changes made to a model, in the other direction.)

• **Incrementality** (only the changes on a model are propagated to the other side)

• **Uniqueness** (BX generates unique target models for each source model)
Functional Requirements

- **Termination** (If the model transformation always terminates and leads to a result)
- **Symmetric/Asymmetric** (behavior of transformation related to models)
- **Type of artifact** *(programs* (program transformations - source code) or *models* (model transformations))
- **Data model** *(graph/tree)*
- **Endogenous/Exogenous** *(Endogenous are transformations between models expressed in the same language, Exogenous are transformations between models expressed using different languages)*
- **Transformation mechanism** *(declarative / imperative / mixed or hybrid / functional)*
- **In-place/Out-of-place** *(A BX may be considered in-place when its source and target models are both bound to the same model at runtime, out-of-place otherwise)*
Not Functional Requirements

• **Extensibility/modifiability** *(Regarding to the tool, means the ease in which, it can be extended with new features (extensibility of the tool). Regarding to the artifact, means the ability/ease of a BX transformation to be modified and adapted to provide different or additional features.)*

• **Usability and utility** *(The language or tool should be useful, which means that it has to serve a practical purpose. On the other hand, it has to be usable too, which means that it should be intuitive and efficient to use)*

• **Scalability** *(The language or tool should be able to cope with large and complex transformations or transformations of large and complex software models)*

• **Robustness** *(If most of the unexpected errors can be handled and the model transformation can manage with the all invalid source models, then it provides robustness.)*
Not Functional Requirements

• **verbosity and conciseness** (Conciseness means that the transformation language should have as few syntactic constructs as possible. From a practical point of view, however, this often requires more work to specify complex transformations. Hence, the language should be more verbose by introducing extra syntactic sugar for frequently used syntactic constructs.)

• **interoperability** (The ease in which the tool can be integrated with other tools to be used in the process of software engineering (in model-driven way))

• **reference platform (standardization)** (whether the transform. tool is compliant to all relevant standards (e.g., XML, UML, MOF))

• **verificability and validity** (Ability to test, verify and validate models and transformations.)
**TGG**

**Triple Graph Grammars** (TGGs) are a formalism for the **rule-based specification** of mappings between different kinds of graphs resp. different kinds of models.

TGGs can be employed for model-to-model (M2M) transformations. In contrast to many other model transformation languages, **the developer** does not have to “program” a sequence of model transformation steps, but **specifies graphical rules** that describe the mapping between model patterns.
TGG

Source Model

Correspondence Model

Target Model

Triple Graph
TGG

Triple Graph Grammars:
UML2RDBMS bidirectional model transformation
Triple Graph Grammars (TGGs) features:

**DECLARATIVE** - incrementality - graphical - graph - fully-automated - industrial and academic - compositional in the rule - model in XMI format - Ecore/EMF - **good Interoperability** - EMoflon, EMORF
Lenses - Boomerang

Lenses (Foster), are **asymmetric** bidirectional transformations, i.e., one of the two structures that are synchronized has to be an abstraction of the other. (view-update-problem)

The **forward transformation** `get` derives an abstract structure from a given concrete structure. The **backward transformation** `put` takes an updated abstract structure and the original concrete structure to yield an updated concrete structure.
Lenses features:

COMPOSITIONAL - functional – ASYMMETRIC - tree - textual model expressed by XML-file - not integrable with others tools

No EMF – no validity - Boomerang
JTL is a constraint-based model transformation language specifically tailored to support bidirectionality. The implementation relies on the Answer Set Programming (ASP), which is a form of declarative programming oriented towards difficult search problems.
JTL features:

**DECLARATIVE** - symmetric - **graph** - textual – academic not uniqueness (the backword transformation can generate all possible models)
GroundTram

GroundTram is based on **UnQL** (compositional graph querying language - MT) and **UnCAL** (Graph Algebra - Model).

While **UnQL** is an interface language for users to write queries, **UnCAL** is its core language for internal implementation. **UnCAL** has a set of constructors and operators, by which arbitrary graphs can be represented.
GroundTram features:

**VALIDATE (model/transformation) – COMPOSITIONAL functional** - It is not integrable with others tools own standard - textual and graphical - academic
BiFlux is a Bidirectional XML update language (BIdirectional Functional Updates for XML), inspired by the FLUX-XML update language. A program precisely describes **how to update a source document with a target document**, in an intuitive way, such that **there is a unique “inverse” source query for each update program.**
BiFlux features:

**COMPOSITIONAL - Functional - Symmetric - tree**

It can not be integrated with other tools
Conclusion

• In recent times, after Foster’s lenses we are moving more and more from declarative approaches toward functional approaches.

• Currently, the **compositionality** and **modularity** is one of the most important aspects to be consider.
Future works

• to analyze other tools and
• extend the grid
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